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REDESIGNED CO-AXIAL 
CBB OIL GUN

The Zeeco redesigned Oil Gun Insert now allows for easier installation and maintenance which means a quicker turnaround to 
get your burner back in operation. Contact Zeeco’s Aftermarket Products and Services department today to learn more about 
the new CBB Oil Gun model or to request a quotation at Aftermarket_Inquiry@zeeco.com or by phone at +1.918.258.8551.

New CBB Model

Previous Design
• Sleeve/gasket location on upper receiver body

• Difficult copper clad gasket replacement

• Minimal sleeve to gasket tolerance requires tight fit of gaskets

• Gasket replacement must be done at the burner in potentially undesirable conditions

Enhanced Design
• Sleeve/gasket location moved to lower oil gun body

• Easy installation of copper clad gasket in both horizontal and 
vertical applications

• Redesigned sleeve tolerance to allow for easier gasket installation

• Gasket replacement can now be done away from burner in 
controlled environment

• Less damage and loss to copper clad gaskets

• Easier and faster installation and maintenance

• Reduced burner downtime
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Choose to work with our 

dedicated, flexible, and 

innovative team, and you won’t 

be disappointed. Call or email 

us today to request a quote or to 

learn more about our proprietary 

combustion systems.
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The Zeeco Difference
By concentrating on what we do best, Zeeco has grown into a worldwide leader in combustion and environmental solutions. We 
are a privately held company whose ownership stays highly involved in daily operations, with upper management comprised of 
the world’s leading combustion experts.

When you call Zeeco, we answer. When you make a request, you get a quick, efficient response. We are lean and efficient, able 
to make decisions quickly, without bureaucracy and red tape. Our sales, engineering, and purchasing groups work hand-in-
hand to deliver highly competitive quotes and heroic turnaround times. We stand ready and willing to travel anywhere in the 
world to discuss upcoming projects firsthand, and to ensure that every existing project runs seamlessly. 

New Sleeve/Gasket Location


